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Pediatric Care in Cameroon

C

hildren are the hope of the world.
However, they remain in the
shadows of adults, and specialized
service facilities to cater for their needs
are hard to find. Most of their health care
needs are mainstreamed in adult facilities
sometimes it is very difficult to access child
friendly spaces in hospitals. Could this be
a big factor in the hospital phobia in most
children?
The scarcity of pediatric health facilities
create a gap, filled by private practitioners
through the creation of privately
owned pediatric clinics and hospitals.

Rev. Dr. Perpetua FONKI
These private clinics are above the affordable line of the average person, since they are business
oriented.
Medical specialist in pediatrics are also below the margin.
New horizons are opening up for pediatrics in various spheres. Someone has said “Hope
is praying for rain, but faith is bringing an umbrella”. Establishing the Cameroon Inclusive Eye
Clinic, The Presbyterian Pediatric Eye hospital is an umbrella in the rain. It reframes thoughts and
directs them towards pediatrics. Hopefully this will pave the way for a proliferation of affordable
pediatric services.
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PCC Inaugurates Cameroon Inclusive Child Eye Hospital
by Geraldine Fobang and Vanessa Kiven

T

his team for their remarkable and
selfless services in improving the
eye department of the PCC Health
services.
PCC’s health services secretary
Dr Nyah Fidelis, used the event,
to reveal that the hospital will
stand tall in the quality of services
rendered in Cameroon and beyond
adding that the hospital as already
trained 20 General Practitioners,
10 community pharmacists, 40
eye nurses, 10 Ophthalmologists
on peadiatric eye care and field
coordinators who are expected to
go to the field and identify children
with eye problems.
The hospital was realized thanks to support
from PCC’s long standing partners the Christian
Blind Mission (CBM) and it is not for money
making, as the cost has been subsidized to
meet the needs of all who come for eye care.
The Country Director of CBM Julius Fon said

he population of the South West Region
of Cameroon and beyond, civil and
traditional authorities joined PCC faithful
to witness the inauguration of the Presbyterian
Paediatric Eye Hospital in Limbe, Saturday July
10, 2021 by the Moderator the Rt. Rev Fonki
Samuel Forba.
Considering the fact that the hospital is
first of its kind in sub Saharan Africa, and also
looking at the fact that no hospital has so far in
Cameroon solely been dedicated for children’s
eye care, PCC’s moderator Rt Rev Fonki Samuel
Forba said that
“We have crafted out this place basically
for our children, I know in our African setting,
children have never been given a place, and the
PCC wants to change the narrative, and give
a special place to children.” He further added
that the hospital is open to people from all over
to benefit from the services of the hospital, and
not only children but adults too are welcome. CBM is a Christian International Development
The hospital has come to meet the needs of organization to improving the quality of life
some patients who used to travel long distances of people with disabilities in the poorest
like Douala, Bafoussam, and Bamenda to name communities of the World irrespective of race,
but these for eye care. Some patients were gender or religious belief. Julius Fon explained
joyous because they will not have to travel long that from Acha Tugi to Bafoussam, Douala
distances for regular checkup and treatment and Yaounde, the PCC has been contributing
to prevention of blindness through cataract
anymore.
To the staff that has been stationed at the surgeries and other interventions.
hospital to meet the needs of the population, Representing the minister of Public Health,
moderator Fonki told them to “continue work the South West Regional Delegate of Public
at serving God and not man, you are serving a Health Dr. Ebango Zacheus appreciated the PCC
God whose eye is at every place, watching and and assured the Moderator of his maximum
taking note of all your activities, and I’m very collaboration and called on the population
convinced that he will bless you accordingly”. to take advantage of this hospital and get
He lauded the assiduity of the Medical Director themselves treated.
ThatNgounou
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Eshobi Parish, Akwaya Presbytery Witnesses
Mass Dedication Of Members

by Pastor Clauvist Kandakeh

T

hirty-two new members have been
dedicated into the CYF, five into the CMF
and one into the CWF Movements of
PCC Before in Eshobi Parish, Akwaya presbytery,
Sunday July 25th 2021, in a ceremony that
coincided with the dedication of elders.
The dedication exercise comes three
years after the Christians Retreated to the
forest where they lived and only visited town
occasionally due to the crisis.
Preaching on the theme "Trust in God and
you will bear fruits",Parish pastor Pst. Clauvist
Kandakeh challenged the batch of "Great
Revival" to seek God's face at all times.
Remarkable in the Service was the donation
of five bags of cement to the congratulation by
the newly received youths as support for the
ongoing construction of the church house.
Newly dedicated chairman elder Adeng Felix
appreciated and thanked the youths for their
generous support towards the growth of God's
work.
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Restoration Choir Bokova Gains Admission
Into RECA

by Metuge Stanley

T

hunderous applause rained in the air as
the PCC National Secretary for Lay Training
and Evangelism the Rev Mekumba Francis
Itoka pronounced admission of the Restoration
Choir of Bokova into the Restoration Choir
Association (RECA) of the PCC, Sunday July 25
2021 at PC Bokova. During the inauguration

the guest Preacher Rev Mekumba Francis Itoka
service, Thirteen members were received intocalled on all the worshippers to always remain
the group and Two patrons dedicated to join thegreen as he encouraged them to remain
other patrons in ensuring sustainability of thesteadfast in the Lord despite their daily Societal
group.
and Spiritual challenges, because it is part of
The PC Bokova Reception and Inaugurationthe Christian race. He told them that even the
Ceremony comes Six years after the Bakweritrees that are growing beside water are badly
Choir was created and later asked to join RECA.hit by the waves but they still grow and their
The president of RECA Bokova Madam Claraleafs remain ever green.
Litute , expressed happiness for their Integration The ceremony was attended by the RECA
into the National RECA family. Since I joined thisNational and Buea Zonal Officers, the new
group, I have learned how to sing better to theParish Pastor of P C Bokova Rev Nkumbe
Glory of God in Mokpwe. It has increased myAnthony, family members and a host of wellspiritual life and with my Official Reception intowishers. RECA Bokova is now the 21st group to
RECA, I will intensify my Evangelistic mission so asjoin the Restoration Choir Association family of
to win more Souls for Christ, she added.
the PCC.
In his sermon drawn from Jeremiah 17; 5-10,
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PCC Bertoua Gets New Parish Pastor
by Dave Tapong

S

unday July 11th 2021, marks another
turning point in the congregation of PCC
Bertoua as they witnessed the Induction
and Institution of their Parish Pastor the Rev.
Festus Tangie

Presbytery Executives, College of Pastors and
their spouses who all turned out to support
the newly inducted who had this message and
vision for the church “ I want to call on all the
Christians of PC Bertoua, to come back to church

Photo Credit : Dave Tapong (EMP)

In a divine service presided over by the
Presbyterial Secretary for the East Mungo
North Presbytery, the Rev. Njongai Polycarp
drew inspiration from Genesis 17:9-14, who
called on Christians to “Have A Circumcised
Heart”, for it signifies us as a new creation as
God promises a fresh beginning to all those
who repent from their sins.
Being described as a committed and hard
working asset to the Presbyterian Church,
the Presbyterial Secretary the Rev. Njongai
Polycarp had this as message “We thank God
that the person who has an oversight over the
activities of this Parish has been inducted and
empowered to shepherd God’s work in this
place. We pray that the peace and harmony he
has brought in this congregation will continue
to reign under his watch”.
The service had in attendance the Presbytery
Chairperson - Ma Gladys Viban, Presbyterial
Treasurer for EMNP Rev . Wanchin Christopher,

so that we can put our hands together and
develop the PCC and the nation of Cameroon
in general”.
The Rev. Tangie Festus was born on the 11th
Sept. 1980 to Mr. & Mrs. Ngu James Azama
(All of blessed Memory). He is the 7th out of 9
children.
Upon his graduation in 2009 from the
seminary, the Rev. Festus has served in various
capacities as:
2009 -2014 - Parish Pastor PC Nchum Bafut
Presbytery.
2014-2018 - Youth Pastor North West Region
and Associate Pastor PC Musang.
2018 - 2019 - Pastor Abangoh Mezam
2019-2020 - Parish Pastor PC Azire Mezam
Presbytery
2020 - till date - Parish Pastor PC Bertoua and
Youth Coordinator EMNP.
He is married to Mrs. Tangie Rosene, a
teacher of Chemistry and they are blessed with
four Children.
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PCC Peace Office Powers Peace Building
With Creative Skills In Youth
by Gilbert NYONGAMSEN NDASI

T

he Presbyterian Church in Cameroon
under its Peace Work office on Monday
19 to Friday 23, 2021 in Limbe trained
and inspired twelve community youth leaders
on Theatre/Drama for Peace.
Participants selected from the North West,
South West, Littoral, West and the Centre
Regions benefitted innovative trainings on how
to use short works to depict peace, tolerance,
reconciliation and social cohesion.
Opening the workshop, the National Peace
Coordinator of the PCC, Rev Nta William
Nche, said the church in its peace effort uses
diverse strategies to transform conflict, heal
and build peace in communities. He summed
his expectations from the participants here,
“participants should put forth their skills in the
understandingofbestmethodandmethodology
to bring lasting peace in the country. Peace is a
process which we must keep on emphasizing.
We want to call them to be committed to the
ideals and focus of this workshop. I urged them
to be focused, not to do it as though they are
being forced to. Which is why we are moving
from sympathy to empathy,” Rev Nta stressed.
Quizzed on what shall become of the content
that will be produced after the workshop, Rev
Nta explained that it is first of all to transform
the individual and also for peace building and
social cohesion. The peace office national
coordinator insisted that the content will also
be available on various social media platforms;
radio, television for mass dissemination.
To the acting Program Officer, Mr

Nyongamsen Ndasi, radio
drama or theatre art is a means
of recounting and expressing
some of the sad stories, heal
trauma victims, give voices to
women and other marginalized
groups and educate the
population on non-violent
communication and nonviolent action. He added that
theatre art will engage youth,
women and the community at
large with better alternatives to
violence thus, mending these
communities and building a

more peaceful society.
The lead resource person, Mr Akumbu Jones
Bubu, a widely travelled and experienced
dramatist took them through practical sessions
on entertainment, education, introduction to
theatre/drama, script writing, role play, method
acting, casting and acting, and how to put up
ideas to produce a series while stressing on
the need to pay attention to the storyline and
continuity.
At the end of the week-long workshop,
participants received attestations for
knowledge and skills gained.
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Funeral Service Of Late Achidi Achu:
PCC Synod Clerk Calls For Other Measures
To Solve Anglophone Crisis
by Gemnda Emmanuel and Divine Agwetang

T

he synod clerk of the PCC in a sermon
he titled "Do Not Let Your Heart Be
Troubled" has called on the Government
of Cameroon to take other measures that will
bring the crises in the North West and South
West Regions to an end.
" They can be no peace without justice..." he
reiterated. Rev Miki also called for responsibility

among the youths. The Rev. lamented that Pa
Achidi Achu described as the man of peace will
be buried in a period of Crises.
However, he mentioned that there is hope
in Christ. Pa Achidi Achu was laid to rest at his
Rock Farm in Santa on July 3, 2021. He died at
the age of 86 years, on May 4, 2021.
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CMF Bastos Receives New Members

by Dave Tapong

S

unday 25th July 2021 was a colourful
one at PCC Bastos as it saw some 18 new
members admitted and dedicated into
the Christian Men Fellowship Movement.
With the sermon of the day delivered by the
Rev. Enow Michael captioned "Trust in God
even in the days of Drought" and drawn from
Jeremiah 17, the verses 5 to 10, he reminded
Christians that no matter the difficult and tough
times they might face, they should not forget
there’s joy in the morning.

to 18. After their training, they will continue to
respect the full four missions of the CMF which
are the mission to Men, to the family, to the
church and to the world.”
Mr. Ateki Seta is a newly dedicated member
and expressed his joy in the following words
“One of the most important reasons for me
joining CMF has really been that, I have seen
that it is a group where men encourage others
to walk the Christian faith. So it is a movement
that I think I will be able to nurture, grow in my
faith and in my work in Christ. I know it is not

Photo Credit: Dave Tapong (EMNP)

To the members to be admitted and
dedicated, he called on them to put their trust
in the Lord and let their lives depend on Him
alone.
After making their promises to God and
the congregation, the 18 new members were
dedicated by the PS for EMNP. The Rev. Njongai
Polycarp
The President of CMF Bastos, Mr. Ngouwa
Abraham could not hide his feelings of
satisfaction. “The occasion of today was a
successful one after receiving 18 members into
the group. Last year we received 17 members
and this year we have increased the number

going to be a very easy journey ahead, but what
I have decided to do is to give my best”.
After being congratulated by their spouses
with bouquets of flowers, new members were
also fished for the movement so as to ensure
growth in God’s vineyard .
The service saw the presence of college of
pastors, Presbytery executives, government
officials, CMF Presbytery Exco as well as a cross
section of the Christian Men Association of the
Catholic Church who all came to show their
love and support.
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Retired Pedagogue Pa Chewachong Daniel
Quits Earthly Stage
by Gemnda Emmanuel and Chi Faizette

T

he Moderator of the PCC, Rt.
Rev. Fonki Samuel Forba has led
a funeral service in honour of Pa
Wachong Daniel Che alias D.C. Smart at
PCC Ntamulung. The funeral ceremony
was hosted by the Presbyterial Secretary
for Mezam and Parish Pastor of PCC
Ntamulung, Rev. Ngwa Hosea on July 13,
2021.
Moderator Fonki preached from Rev.
7:9 and he captioned his homily "Heaven
a place to be"
Pa Wachong was close to celebrating
his 80th anniversary before he was called
to join his Maker. He is survived by his wife
Ma. Cecilia Wachong, 10 children, and 19
grandchildren.
Pa Wachong from 1969-1971 he served
as a primary school teacher with Basel
mission system and the Presbyterian
Education Authority. He was also a staunch
Christian of the PCC, a lay preacher, and a
member of CMF.
Pa Wachong Daniel was buried in Wum
on July 16, 2021.
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CYF Simbock Receives Zonal Flag

by Akumany David

M

assive was the turnout this Sunday
July 18th, 2021 at PC Simbock
Yaounde as the Christians converged
from their different angles to join the CYF of the
congregation to receive their zonal first award.
Aziz Debel, CYF National/ Presbytery
President for the EMNP during the event
described the group as one that has witnessed
a geometric progression over the last ten years
calling on them to keep the flame burning

“we have taught Simbock, if you work hard
and understand that rallies are all about you
preparing your bible sutieis, brain trust, being
disciplined, following all your things that
concerns the youth department both at the
presbytery and zonal level, I don’t see why even
the National/Regional first wouldn’t be smiling
at you”.
Team spirit and hard work according to the
president of CYF Simbock, Bro. Akonji Clifford
has brought the group thus far. “the secret
behind it is team spirit and it’s all about how we
team up ourselves, first from my excos down
now to my members and we have to work hard,
and as far as Bible quiz is concerned, which is
the top of the event when it comes to rallies.
I think by bible team members did their best,
burn night candles to see that we come to this
level that we are.” It should be noted that CYF
Simbock finished on the national third position
out of the over 700 groups which took part in
the 2020 rally under the theme lets come back
to God.

Inauguration of
the PCC Pediatric Child Eye
Hospital Limbe
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PCC Kumba Mbeng Sunday School And YP Children Of The
70s And 80s Honour Their Sunday School Teacher And
Mentor Mr Libah Francis.
by CHO Martin

M

r. Libah Francis has been
acknowledged by his former
Sunday School and YP kids
who are now mothers and fathers
and succeeding in various walks of life
worldwide.
In a Divine Service on Sunday July 18,
2021, at PCC Kumba Mbeng, pa Libah
Francis who is one of the founding fathers of
Kumba Mbeng Congregation was honored
as a veteran Sunday School teacher and
mentor. His former Sunday School and
YP kids from 1974 were thanking God
for his life, sacrifices and great values he
embedded in them.
These ex-Sunday School and YP kids said
often than not Sunday School teachers
are hardly celebrated and their role is
primordial. They believe honoring the
living is more valuable than the dead.
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Young Female Entrepreneur shines light on Orphans
by Boris-Karlof Batata

G

wendolyn Bih who runs a home services
venture known as “Gwendy’s Home
services” has made it a commitment
to visit orphanages in different towns in order
to offer free home services to the orphans
There is a noticeable increase in the number
of children living without their biological
parents in Cameroon especially in the North
West and South West regions of the Country.
This rise is due to the current socio-political
crisis troubling the two regions as the parents
of these children might have been killed by the
war or are displaced and cannot carter for their
children. Some of these children are taken to
motherless babies home other wise known as
orphanages.
In a bit to put a smile on the faces of the less
privileged and as a way of giving back to the
community, Bih and her team visit orphanages
once a month and offer laundering and cleaning
services.
When quizzed about the choice of her line
of humanitarian services, Bih said aside being a
passion for her she has noticed the vulnerability
of the children in such facilities. In addition, the
fact that most of the children are still tender
they cannot do proper cleaning for themselves
hence they need this help.
“Everyone must not go the same way
especially with giving aid” Bih opines, so she and
her team have chosen to render humanitarian
aid by providing free home services.
In one of the orphanages visited in Limbe,
the eldest child was thirteen and the children
stay in a plank house (karabot) containing
bunk beds. Each of the beds has two sleeping
compartments. Their rooms were shabby
as they jump on the bed while the cracked
cemented floor is quoted with dust mixed with
books and dirty dresses.

Immediately the team from Gwendy’s home
services stepped in, the two ladies shared roles.
While the Chief Executive officer Gwendolyn Bih
takes on rearranging and cleaning the rooms,
the other volunteer packed out the orphans’
dresses to wash.
For over two hours of nonstop work, the hip
of dirty cloths was washed and one could heave
a breath of fresh air from the rooms as the beds
were covered with new sheets.

Talking to Ethel one of the beneficiaries, she
expressed delight on the fact that they too
could be remembered and together with her
friends prayed for the visitors who departed for
other duties. Considering the growing demand
for their services, Bih promises to increase the
number of times they shall visit orphanages to
perform such duties.
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The Old Testament Soon To Be Translated In Bafut
by Desmond Atiehyim

T

he inter- church committee to translate
the Old Testament into the Bafut
language, has met on Sunday July 18
2021 during an ecumenical service to launch
and raise funds for the project.
ThePresbyterialSecretaryforBafutpresbytery
Rev. Asaha Ferdinand Chefor led a delegation of
Pastors, Priests and Reverend Sisters who piad
a courtesy visit to HRM Fon Abumbi ll.
The Bafut Fon gave firm instructions for
total collaboration in the realization of the
Old Testament to be translated in the Bafut
language.
Speaking to the press shortly after the grand
launch, the general coordinator Rev. Father
Akiumbeni Leonard said the aim of translating
the Old Testament into the Bafut language is
for the people of the Four Coners of Bafut and
those of Bafut origin in and out of Cameroon to
have a full understanding of God's word in their
mother tongue.
It was also an opportunity to dedicate some
officials responsible for the success of the
project.
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CBS Bamenda FM101.0 Gets Facelift.
by Divine Agwetang

CBS BAMENDA new look is aimed at Love, unity, beauty and a call for members of the PCC and
the general public to make use of its standard and professional services.
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Rembering The Dark Football Saturday In Cameroon
by Divine Agwetang

S

amuel Eto'o left disconsolate, Rigobert
Song in tears while Piere Wome is licking
his wounds at the "neck of the woods".
The Pharaohs of Egypt have just crucified the
nation's 2006 World Cup dreams in 90minutes
+ 5.

the magic.
Then came that faithful Saturday October
8, 2005. Playing before a full and noisy house
at the Amadou Ahidjo Stadium, all Cameroon
needed was a win of any bore.
Rudolphe Douala opened scores for
Cameroon on the 20th minute mark and all
seemed to be under control until Egypt against
the run of play equalized at the 79th minute
through Mohamed Ali Abu El Yazid Shawky.
Suddenly the very noisy Ahmadou Ahidjo
Stadium was silent. Coach Artur Jorge went
back to the drawing board and settled for
Cameroon's record super sub Ndiefi Pius who
came in as the "Messiah". His mesmerizing
provoked the Egyptian defense to error and
Cameroon won a penalty at the nick of time.
Here are we in the final minutes of the game.
The ball lays in wait at the penalty spot, 30
LET'S GO DEEPER ...
seconds have gone pass and no one is taking
responsibility. Even Eto'o knows this is a penalty
After an impressive outing in Italia 90 where and a half.
the Indomitable Lions of Cameroon became
the first ever African country to reach the
Quarterfinals of the World Cup, the Lions had
become a regular on the biggest stage in World
football . A qualification for USA 94 was followed
by appearances in France 98 and Korea/Japan
2002.
Cameroon took to Korea/Japan arguably one
of the most compact squads the nation has
ever had but some pundits will argue that the
team that failed to make Germany 2006 was a
far more established and talented side.
Suddenly Cameroon's number 3 shirted
Let’s examine the above assertion. Samuel player steps forward. May I remind you his
Eto'o was highest goal scorer in the Spanish name is Pierre Wome. There is an uneasy joy in
La liga, Kameni was Irreplaceable at Espanyol, the atmosphere. Penalty! yes, goal! not yet.
Song was untouchable at Galatasaray, Webo Wome makes few steps backward, takes a
was on fire for Osasuna, Emana was an assassin deep breath, runs towards the ball, the whole
for Real Betis, while thesame team had the likes nation's hope is on that strike about to be taken
of Goalkeeper Souleymanou, Atouba, Tchato, and finally he hits the ball against the outside of
Kala, Ngome Kome, Ndiefi, Douala etc who the woodwork. The round moving object goes
were all doing pretty well in their various clubs. across the baseline for a 5.5 meters spot kick to
Surprisingly, Cameroon had a rough start Egypt. Oh my God! "c'est fini".
to the 2006 World Cup qualifying campaign Cameroon's 2006 World Cup dream is over,
however a run of consecutive wins in the Samuel Eto'o's Ballon D'or run is in jeopardy now,
second round of fixtures put the lions' campaign Captain Rigobert Song's record appearance
back on track. Moreover, a difficult win over in the World cup will have to wait for 4 more
Didier Drogba's Ivory Coast in Abidjan meant years, Raymond Kala will never have another
Cameroon now had her destiny in her hands chance, age had caught up with the big man
with one game to go. Just one more win will do while players like Rudolphe Douala and Guy
That in Every Way, Christ is Proclaimed - Phil 1:18
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Armand Feutchine who gave sweat and Spirit
will never ever have the phrase " World Cup"
in their CV. Melancholic indeed.
The mst painful part is the fact that
Cameroonians will be watching the world Cup
for the first time in 16years without the Green,
Red, Yellow...It truly hurts, little wonder tears
flowed profusely at the Ahmadou Ahidjo
Stadium and beyond on that dark Saturday
evening for Cameroonian football.
In fact, permit me end here. I JUST REALIZED
I STILL FEEL THE PAIN. See you in the next
edition.

Moderator Fonki Samuel
Inaugurates Presbook
Shopping Mall in Limbe
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